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Recruitment has developed an imperious itinerary in the

exceedingly competitive arena. Due to the advent of

internet the customary recruitment had been transfigured. E-recruitment

is the modern drift in the employment course and it has been espoused

oscillating from large to small-sized companies. Many companies use

e-Recruitment to post jobs, assent resumes, and correspond with the

applicants by e-mail. The core victory of e-Recruitment is the value-

added customized services provided by the job sites, cost efficacy,

speed, serving to launch relationships with HR managers and simplifies

brand marque of the companies. Though there are various doles

(benefits) to the employers and the job seekers in e-recruitment, it still

has its own bottlenecks. With the help of e-recruitment the organizations

can grasp enormous quantity of workforce. To put it in a nutshell, e-

recruitment surfaces the way for organizations in coming years as it is

the mantra for successful recruitment in this global technology world.
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INTRODUCTION
E-recruitment, also known as online recruitment,

is the run-through of using web-based resources for tasks

involved with finding, attracting, assessing, interviewing

and hiring new personnel. Online recruitment can magnify

a loftier pool of potential forces and expedite the selection

process. In India, e-Recruitment has revealed its escalation

in terms of commercial values and also in adoption by

recruitment agencies and jobseekers. India is already the

fastest growing e-recruitment market in the Asia-Pacific

when compared to Indian software industry and is on its

way to become a global hub for human resource sourcing.

According to a study by NASSCOM, jobs are among the

topmost motives that new users are looking forward for.

There are more than 18 million resumes floating on-line

across the world. Many Indian companies are also

commencing to use their own web sites and some third

party sellers as part of the solution for recruitment. Several

new websites have emerged to address these

organizational needs. The websites are: yourencore.com,

seniors4hire.org, enrge.us and seniorjobbank.com. Chennai

with a 12 % month-on-month growth led the major

metropolitan markets in online job growth followed by

Hyderabad having 8%.  Jobs market in Bangalore exhibited

sizeable improvement, growing   7 %. The Indian job market

ended 2014 on a cheerful note as online hiring activity

registered 19 percent year-on-year growth. “Monster

Employment Index has shown robust annual growth rates

in the online employment sector for 2014. With the

increased impetus of the government to make India job

ready, the e-recruitment industry is surely expected to do

better in 2015- Modi added.

PEDAGOGIC OBJECTIVES
1. To study about the trends, challenges and

advantages of online recruitment.

2. To assess the anomalies confronted on selection

of a candidature through online mode.
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3. To suggest on overcoming of the hitches faced

in online recruitment system.

4. To evaluate on future analysis of encroachment

in e-recruitment organism.

METHODOLOGY
The study is systematic and descriptive in nature.

The study is based on Secondary Data. The data collection

includes from:

1. The Association of Recruitment Consultancies

(ARC)

2. Recruitment and Employment Confederation

3. Recruitment Process Outsourcing Society

4. Association of Professional Recruitment

Consultants (APRC)

5. League Recruitment Forums

6. Regulatory Framework for Employment Agencies

and Recruitment Businesses

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
1. The present study does not cover the broad

gamut of e-Recruitment due to the paucity of

time and other restrictions.

2. Secondary data are used.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Quick (1998) and Boehle (2000) and suggested

that applications or curriculum vitae i.e. CV through e

mail using the Internet. Alternatively job seekers place

their CV s in worldwide web, which can be drawn by

prospective employees depending upon their

requirements.

In US at least, online recruitment has begun to

displace other more traditional recruitment methods.

Feldman and Klass (2002) have described how the Internet

is ‘clearly beginning to cut into other types of employment

advertising revenues’ (pp. 2) such as newspaper

advertising and head hunters.

E-Recruitment formally implies sourcing of jobs

online (Ganalaki, 2002). E-Recruitment is also known as

online recruitment with the help of which the job seekers

can send their CV’s directly to the employer in an electronic

form and their on the other end the employer will receive

the CV and can filter is from the other respective

candidate’s CV’s (Finn, 2000). By installing the software

like “active recruiting” it is now becoming much easier for

the employer to catch the deserving candidate for a

particular profile, earlier 62 days were required to fill up

vacant position but now it just require 42 days to fill up

the same position it is now much easier (willen brock,

2005).

The Chartered Institute of Personnel and

Development (CIPD) reported that 84% of organizations

experienced recruitment difficulties (2007), indicating the

continuing tight labor market conditions and the need to

choose appropriate ways to access labor markets. The

already extensive range of recruitment techniques

available to organizations has been augmented further

with the development of technologies such as Internet

recruitment.

Ms. D. Shahila (2013) The study helps to analyze

the overall trends in e-recruitment use and practice, e-

recruitment methods, E-Recruitment Challenges and

issues of E-Recruitment and its increasing scope in the

recruitment process of a company. And also discuss the

main success factors of e-Recruitment are the value-added

services provided by the job sites, cost effectiveness, speed,

providing customised solutions, helping to establish

relationships with HR managers and facilitate brand

building of the companies.

Mary Grace G. Ventura (2013), the purpose of

the study was to develop online recruitment software that

would facilitate the fast and accurate selection of qualified

applicants. The Modified Waterfall Model was utilized in

the development of the software. The developed software

was then evaluated by six groups of respondents to

determine the effectiveness of the system in terms of

performance, reliability, security, and cost-effectiveness.

TRENDS AND CHALLENGES IN
ONLINE RECRUTIMENT

The cutting-edge modernism is the Resume

Scanner that most job thresholds propose the companies

to aid them screen and shortlist the resumes as per

candidates’ qualifications, experience, distinctive skills and

salary minutiae. There is an ample substantiation that

business enterprises are synchronizing with web based

recruiting candidates for they are adhered with improve

corporate image, diminishes administrative

encumbrances. The employer must learn to reach job

aspirants by creating profiles on social media websites

like Facebook, LinkedIn and using job portals like Naukri,

Monster, shine etc. can also publicize job openings to

intensify the head hunting. Though certain issues have

been raised yet we find that the scope of web based

recruitment have dynamically increased owing towards

industrialization and fast swift changing competitive world.

The penchants in e-recruitment advocate a

fluctuating landscape whereby in future the candidate is

connected to the central system and there is involvement

of the line manager in the process. In addition to the
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reported benefits such as cost efficiencies, the role of HR

in this model is viewed as more of a facilitative role, in

theory allowing time for recruiters to become involved in

the strategic issues within resourcing. This can be better

explained with a help of a diagram as:
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ADVANTAGES OF E-RECRUITMENT
1. Reduced time-to-hire: E-recruitment permits

for instant real-time interface of 24x7 hiring and

job search activity. Employers can post a job in as

little as 20 minutes and typically remains active

for a month’s time. Archetypally, e-recruitment

hiring is on average 70% faster than traditional

hiring methods.

2. Economical: Costs of posting jobs or searching

in job portals has become economical when

compared to the costs of using traditional search

firms and/or advertising methods.

3. Extensive Latitude : Candidates benefit

incalculably as they are able to access jobs in

variety of companies, industries and locations.

4. Branding prospect for establishments:
Employers can use their job ads to venture a

reliable brand and company standards to

eventual job explorers. Candidates are identical

particularly about that they work for and these

company portrayals regularly oblige as a origin

for their application decisions.

5. Concealment: Both employers and job seekers

can elect to maintain their confidentiality.

Employers can elect to search the databases

without posting a job if the vacancy is sensitive in

nature, or they can post a vacancy while keeping

the company name confidential. Similarly,

candidates can post their CVs online while

keeping their names and present employer’s

name confidential.

6. Allows for proactivity: The recruiter is in full

governor of the hiring practice with online

recruitment, can contact candidates directly and

does not necessitate a middleman to sieve. By

being in an armchair the employer gains

appreciated intuition in the competitive

landscape for the position. The employer is able

ensure a greater counterpart and a better apt

for the protracted term.

7. Augmentation: The neutral objective of online

recruitment system is to boost the existing

manual system by increasing its efficiency and

effectiveness through automation. It provides

the use of a speedy comeback with very accurate

information. The software Online Recruitment

System has a very user-friendly interface.
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COMPLICATIONS OF ONLINE
RECRUITMENT
 High Dimensions of Rejoinders: Anyone in

the domain can access possibly with internet and

post a job. The employer is probable to get

swamped with resumes from interested

candidates. In most cases, many of the aspirants

retorting to the commercials are unqualified and

an inundated responses are seen. Recruiters

devote a boundless deal of time sorting resumes

to discard that do not qualify for the locus they

are pursuing to fill.

 Extravagant resume keywords: Employers

rely upon applicant tracking system to locate

resumes that embrace germane keywords. Some

candidates purposely stuff resume with

keywords that are exaggerated. Consequently,

recruiters are cuckolded into calling applicants

for interviews that do not meet the job

requirements.  Also, logistical complications may

be seen I f it turns out the entrant was not stern

about relocating .This would prove to be an utter

waste of time, for both the interviewee and the

employment recruiter.

 Misjudgment applicant and Impersonal:
A candidate can have all the defined credentials

on paper however may not possess the right

eccentric for the company as it fails to comply to

meet him/her with face-to-face in an interview.

Many job seekers attest that looking for a job

online lacks a personal touch. Job seekers claim

that employers are unapproachable and

spectacle very petite or no human interactions.

 Miscommunication: Sometimes this is due to

miscommunication between the hiring manager

and HR or a glitch in the system. Recruiters get

flooded with resumes for jobs that are no longer

open.

 Deprived Website : Candidates who are

looking for gaining excessive information about

a company’s mission, vision or techniques of

operation. if the website is poorly designed or

out of date, the candidate tends to lose area of

interest and may not care to respond. There is a

lacuna in website malfunctions when trying to

submit their documents. Few others criticize that

some website drafts are so confusing and find it

difficult to navigate around the site. Some get so

frustrated that they give up trying to apply for

work on that particular site. No response from

        the company is another major drawback on

online recruitment.

 Technology Issues: Some candidate lacks

confidence with security of an online application.

There is always the leeway that the application

arrangement may function slowly or lose

information during the submission process.

OVERCOMING OF PROBLMES
The four chief encounters to overcome by an

organization in instigating online recruitment successful

are listed below:

Managerial Challenges: It is imperative that hiring and

recruiting executives are conversant about the usage of

online recruiting means. Organizations must enhance a

comprehensive training program for HR managers so that

they face no difficulties. Online recruitment has not put

expiration to employee referrals, newspaper ads, etc. The

triumph of online recruitment does not depend on the

technical intricacy of the career website, but upon balanced

blend of management skills and technology. Finally, online

recruitment has abetted companies to repossess talented

applicants faster, but have always botched to monitor the

applicants sufficiently. Hence hiring and recruiting

managers have to appraise each solicitation manually

before interviewing a candidate.

Organizational challenges: A stratagem to identify

passive job seekers and stimulate them to apply has to be

developed. Logjam tasks must be identified and

reconfigured to benchmark the greatest management

practice and cultivate a set of metrics that measure the

effectiveness of various methods of recruitment.

Technical challenges: Absence of privacy and security

of information dejects the posting of job applications by

job seekers as it is one of the prime trials with job applicants.

Paper based resumes must be converted into a digitized

form and stored in the database. The databanks of job

must be premeditated to curtail redundant data and

augment the enactment of job search by a candidate. This

can be done by understanding the recruiters and

applicants search comportment.

FUTURE PROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS
E-recruitment is a milieu of prompt

transformation, as it is prejudiced very intensively by the

progressions in future technology. Recruiters today direct

themselves to social media to come in contact with possible

candidates. Looking ahead, one central alteration that

could hit jobs boards is, if online recruitment advertising

moves to a ‘pay-per-click’ model. This is where the recruiter

would pay only when a jobseeker clicks on their advert on
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a jobs board. This could even evolve into a pay-per-

appointment model with the recruiter paying only when

a person is actually appointed from the jobs board. There

are a mounting of niche jobs. But there are now a number

of websites that help organizations tap into the social

networks of their current workforce in order to attract

their future workforce. To entice the best, businesses will

require enhancing their online marketing skills. They will

have to become more savvy users of jobs boards, blogs,

social networking sites, RSS feeds and email in order to

reach the growing number of online jobseekers.

CONCLUSION
Online recruitment customizes the power of

internet to match people’s jobs. Profoundly, it is about

advertising vacancies on either job sites or corporate

websites. At this juncture it is particularly operative at

getting a high level of response. The current view is that,

truly effective online recruitment could be as low as 10%

of the top blue-chip corporate companies. The real forte

lies in yoking internet know-how not to merely attract

candidates but to deal with them too. A special software

provider, such as HR Portal, can develop bespoke

application programmes for recruiters that will save time,

exertion and money. They can automate the pre-selection
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 process by setting ‘killer questions’ (that only the top

candidates will answer correctly), profiling and scoring,

psychometric tests and automatic CV scans to look for key

words such as qualifications and experience.


